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A class of algorithms, which are linear feedback control equations 
in structure, are derived for the iterative solution of nonlinear two- 
point boundary-value problems. The flexibility of this class permits 
the use of previously published algorithms based on first and second 
variations as special cases. However, this class also includes new 
algorithms that circumvent previously encountered numerical 
difficulties and allow considerable flexibility n real-time applica- 
tions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The variational problem of concern here is the minimization of 
f0 'f = fo(x, m, t) dt + (1) 
with respect o m and subject o the constraint 
± = f(x, m, t), x(0) = a. (2) 
The control and state vectors m and x, respectively, are defined as 
m ~--- (ml ,  I/7,2, ' ' '  ~bM)' ,  X ~ (X l ,  X2, " ' "  XN)' 
where ( )' is used to denote the transpose. Time function notation is 
omitted unless the variable is evaluated at a particular point, and (") is 
used to denote the time derivative. 
For this variational problem, the terminal time t~ is assumed fixed. 
Also, the assumption is made that point constraints uch as control 
saturation are adequately represented by penalty functions (Kipinlak, 
1961; Ellert, 1963; Merriam, 1964) that are included in f0 and ft. 
The solution of the variational problem posed by (1) and (2) is sub- 
jected to a number of restrictions. Specifically, f0 and 5: are chosen such 
that the optimal m is unique, bounded, and a continuous function of a 
and t. Also, the optimal m is differentiable with respect o a everywhere 
on 0 - t -< tl • These restrictions presuppose the boundedness and con- 
tinuity of all pertinent functions and their required derivatives in addi- 
tion to certain required relationships between fo, ~Y, and f given a and 
t~. In short, the solution must satisfy the necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions for a weak relative minimum (Bliss, 1961). 
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The subsequent derivations are facilitated by vector-matrix notation. 
Specifically, the conventional inner product 
M 
m'x = x'm -- ~mix i ,  M _-< N 
i=1  
and outer product 
mx' = (xm')'---- i "'" i 
\mM X l  " • " mM X.V /  
notations are used. Also, the norms 
H m II - ma×/m~ I, II W H - max I~:  1 
i i , j  
and used frequently. The subsequent manipulations are simplified 
further by using a gradient-type operator v
(OO O) '  
v~ --- o~ l 'om~'  "" o~£ 
and a Laplaeian-type operator V 2 
The formalism employed throughout is closely associated with the 
Hamilton-Jacobi theory of the calculus of variations. Thus, a ttamil- 
tonian 3~ = 3O(x, m, p, t) is defined as 
3~ - f0 -J- p'f (3) 
where p -- (p~, p2, "-" p~);. In terms of these definitions, the error 
index ~ is stationary when the first necessary condition 
= v ,~c ,  x (0 )  = a (4 )  
--~ = V,3G, p(t/) = V,~Y (5) 
and 
o = v ,~ (o) 
is satisfied. The  remaining necessary conditions for a weak  relative 
min imum are already implied from the previously stated restrictions. 
A number  of successive approximation methods have been proposed 
for problems where the canonical equations (4), (5), and (6) are non- 
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linear. Boundary condition iteration methods based on the accessory 
minimization problem of Jacobi (Kelley, 1962a; Breakwell, et al., 1963) 
and the simultaneous solution of all three canonical equations have 
found use in obtaining refined approximations to the eventual solution. 
Also, boundary condition iteration methods based on the generalized 
Newton-Raphson operator (Hestenes, 1949; Sharmack, 1963; Kopp et 
al., 1964) and a linearized version of the canonical equations have 
found use in similiar situations. On the other hand, control vector itera- 
tion methods based on the solution of only the first two canonical equa- 
tions (Kelley, 1960; Bryson and Denham, 1962; Stancil, 1963; Rosen- 
baum, 1963) have found wide use in situations where only a gross initial 
approximation is available. 
A detailed comparison of these various methods is not presented here. 
However, control vector iteration methods are attractive due to the ease 
of constructing a suitable initial approximation to m and the elimina- 
tion of both the inherent instability of the canonical equations and the 
necessity to solve (6) explicitly for m. In the past, however, control 
vector iteration methods based on the first variation only exhibit de- 
creasing convergence rates as the eventual solution is approached 
(Kelley, 1960; Bryson and Denham, 1962; Kelley, 1962b). On the other 
hand, control vector iteration methods based on both first and second 
variations exhibit increasing convergence rates as the eventual solution 
is approached but require a suitably accurate initial approximation 
as do boundary condition iteration methods (Merriam, 1964; Kelley 
et al., 1963). The class of algorithms presented here resolves these diffi- 
culties of control vector iteration methods by a unique method involv- 
ing continuous feedback which is constructed in terms of the second 
variation but subject o stability constraints. 
STRUCTURE OF FIRST AND SECOND VARIATIONS 
The structure of the first and second variations are examined by re- 
writing (1) in terms of (3) as 
t/ 
= f0 {~E -- p'X} dt + ~. (7) 
Suppose that the ith member of a sequence of state vectors is denoted 
as x ~ and that this member of the sequence is computed from m ~ which 
is chosen arbitrarily except for pertinent continuity and boundedness 
assumptions. Suppose also that a vector p~ is assigned to this member of 
the sequence in a fashion yet to be specified. The values of ~ for the 
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ith and (i d- 1)th members of the sequence then are investigated and 
conditions for ~i+1 < ~i are obtained. For this purpose, the incremental 
vectors 
~x i ~ x i+ l  __ X i, ~m i = m~+l _ m ~, ~p~ = p~+l _ p~ 
are introduced. These incremental vectors are assumed to be sufficiently 
small, and a Taylor expansion of ~+~ about J~ is assumed to converge 
uniformly such that ~+l - g~ can be written as the sum of two integrals 
~+l - ~ = %~+ ~j .  (8) 
The integral X), ~ contains all first-degree terms in fix ~, ~m ¢, and 6pl, and 
~2 ~ is the second-degree r mainder. 
The expressions for 7)~ ¢and ~t2 ¢are somewhat lengthy, and hence the 
notation is abbreviated whenever possible. In most of the subsequent 
work, the superscript / is omitted without confusion. The first variation 
then becomes 
fo ~ = [~p'(V, 3C -- ±) + ~x'(V. 3C + p) + ~m'(V~ 3C)] dt 
+ ~x'p 1,=0 + ~x'(v. ~ - p)l,=,s 
after suitable manipulation of (7) and integration by parts. In accord- 
ance with the previous discussion of control vector iteration methods, 
the sequence of state vectors is constructed from (2) and hence the first 
canonical equation is satisfied. Also, the second canonical equation is 
used to construct the costate vector. The first variation sd~ thus reduces 
to 
f0 v [~m (v~ sc)] (9) ~.)I = ! dt 
when (4) and (5) are imposed. The algorithms used in control vector 
iteration methods are said to converge in the sense that the first varia- 
tion given by (9) is made to vanish for any t] 8m H > 0 on the interval 
0 -< t <- t l .  Thus, the sequence of trajectories i intended to terminate 
at an extremal. 
The structure of the second variation remainder gt2 determines whether 
this extremal is also a relative minimum. Moreover, the gross structural 
properties of (~2 can be used in an intuitive fashion for constructing 
efficient algorithms. In particular, any admissible but nonzero 8m about 
a weak relative minimum causes 0 < (R~ < ~. This property suggests 
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that 6t2 can be approximated in the neighborhood of a weak relative 
minimum as an integral with an integrand that is a positive definite 
quadratic form with respect o the perturbations 6m and ~x. 
CONSTRUCTION OF FEEDBACK ALGORITHMS 
The conventional viewpoint adopted for the construction of control 
vector iteration methods based on the first variation only is to assume 
that ~1 dominates the right-hand side of (8) for I] ~m II suitably small, 
and hence ~m is chosen such that ~1 < 0. These conditions insure a 
monotone decreasing sequence of values for J~ and are always atisfied by 
~m -- -W-l(VmS¢) (10) 
if W is positive definite. 
Attempts to make efficient selections of W for this class of algorithms 
are related to the following geometrical interpretation. The vector V,,3¢ 
is the gradient with respect o m of the surface formed by the Hamil- 
tonian evaluated at x ~ and p~. The problem of selecting an efficient ~m, 
therefore, is equivalent to the problem of locating the minimum of this 
surface by trial-and-error methods. This geometrical interpretation is 
depicted in Fig. 1, and any one of a number of "hill-climbing" tech- 
niques (Wolfe, 1962; Spang, 1962) can be used for selecting ~m. For 
instance, W = I/e is the gradient method (Kelley, 1960; Bryson and 
2 Denham, 1962) where I is the identity matrix, and W = (VmmS~)/e is 
the Newton method (Kelley, 1962b), which can be used when 3¢ is 
strictly convex locally with respect o m. The parameter e is used to 
adjust step size and is chosen so that 0 < e. 
However, the class of algorithms given in (10) exhibits a common 
difficulty regardless of how W is selected. In particular, the convergence 
CONTOUR LINES OF, Y] x i, Pi ~m ,#I 
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rate of II V~5C I] tending to zero is very small even for inaccurate ap- 
proximations to the optimal m. This phenomenon suggests a fallacy in 
the geometrical interpretation just given. Suppose that 8m(t~) is to be 
chosen. This selection influences xi+1 over the whole interval ~ < t < ts 
due to (4) and hence causes a difference between P~(t0 and pi+l(~) due 
to (5). Furthermore, selections of 8m on the prior interval 0 =< t < 
cause a difference between x~(~) and x~+l(~). The seIection of ~m(~), 
therefore, should be based on the Hamiltonian evaluated at x~+l(~) and 
pi+l(s) due to the surface deformations caused by the perturbations 
~x and 8p. These surface deformations are symptomatic of functionals as 
opposed to functions, and the cause-and-effect relationships between 
8m, 8x, and 8p are typical of dynamic control problems. Therefore, the 
problem of selecting an efficient 8m for a high rate-of-convergence is, in 
itself, a feedback control optimization problem. 
The construction of this auxiliary optimization problem is based on 
the structurM properties of the remainder 6~2. For instance, the control 
vector iteration method based on the second variation (~erriam, 1964) 
is constructed from the second degree terms in 8x, 8m, and 8p which 
contribute to (%. These terms do not always give rise to a weak relative 
minimum of the auxiliary minimization problem, however, and hence 
this method does not always specify an admissible 8m. In effect, the 
approximations must be of the same elass as the function itself, and 
hence every approximation generated from an auxiliary minimization 
problem must satisfy the field properties pertinent o weak relative 
minima. The construction of the feedback algorithms is accomplished 
by introducing a suitable model of 612 that is denoted as g2 • The gross 
structural properties of (R2 suggest a model of the form 
J2 = fotJ [l (~m + K~x)'W(~m + K~x)? dt. (11) 
The particular quadratic form chosen here is a matter of convenience 
and facilitates the selection of the unknown matrices W and K. The 
matrix W is related to the geometrical interpretation of the Hamiltonian 
depicted in Fig. 1, and the matrix K is formed by feedback gains that 
have both a physical and a coneeptual basis in the original control 
optimization problem. These matrices are arbitrary except for con- 
tinuity and the restrictions 
W positive definite, II w II < % I1 K J] < ~. (12) 
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These restrictions are needed to insure that admissible and nontrivial 
~m and ~x result from the auxiliary minimization problem everywhere 
on the interval 0 =< t =< t/. The second two restrictions given in (12) 
appear to be academic at the outset, but the latter poses significant 
difficulties in attempting to compute accurate models of (R2. 
The feedback algorithms now are derived formally by introducing a
variations index 
= 6¢~1 + ~2. (13) 
The parameter e is introduced in order to restrict step size such that 
the condition for convergence ~+I < g~ is satisfied and such that 0 < e 
1. The variations index X) plays a role in the auxiliary minimization 
problem that is analogous to ~ in the original minimization problem. 
Also, the constraint 
3± = B~x + C~m, ~x(O) = 0 (14) 
is introduced and is analogous to (2). The coefficient matrices B and C 
are defined by 
B -  (V~f')' C--- (Vmf')' (15) 
so that (14) becomes the lincarized form of (2). The feedback algorithms 
for generating ~m are constructed by minimizing (13) subject o (14). 
The Hamiltonian ~a for this auxiliary minimization problem is 
written as 
3Ca = e~m'(Vm3¢) + ½(~m + K~x)'W(~m + K~x) 
+ (eg)'(B~x + C~m) 
where (eg) is analogous to p and g - (g~, g2, " "  gN)'. The second two 
canonical equations for the auxiliary minimization problem, given any 
e, then become 
--g = -K'(V,~3¢) + A'g, g(tj) = 0 (16) 
and 
where 
8m -- eh -- K~x (17) 
A - B - CK ,  h ~ -W-l(vm3c + C'g). (18) 
Finally, the first variation given in (9) is evaluated for the class of 
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feedback algorithms given in (17). A convenient form for X)l is found 
from 
f0 t~ - -  3C) + A'g]} = 0. (19) K'(V~ dt 
When (19) is integrated by parts and terms are combined with (9), 
the result is 
fo *~ [(~m dt. K~x)'Wh] ~1 = -  + 
The algorithm given in (17) then yields 
~1 = --e f0 't (h'Wh) dt, (20) 
which vanishes only at an extremal and insures ~+1 <~ ~ for a suitably 
small e. 
The geometrical interpretation f this class of feedback algorithms i  
depicted in Fig. 2 where the surface deformations, as previously dis- 
cussed on a heuristic basis, are indicated. For this class of algorithms, 
the gain matrix K is used to estimate the present surface deformations 
caused by perturbations occurring on the prior interval of t. These 
perturbations are represented in composite form by 6x. Perhaps the most 
significant term in the feedback algorithm is contributed by the auxiliary 
co-state vector g. This term is the direct result of treating a functional 
and estimates the influence, on picking the present ~m, of resulting de- 
formations that will occur on the subsequent interval of t. The approxi- 
~ ,  Vrn,,# + C' g 
CONTOUR UNES OF..fJx,.°, / '~ . . . .  
_ I" h 
CONTOUR LINES OF,.fJ xi+j ' p i+l  
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mate numerical value of this term would be mos~ difficult to pick on a 
strictly intuitive basis. For the degenerate case K = 0, all corrections 
required for surface deformations are eliminated, and this geometrical 
interpretation reverts to Fig. 1 for the method based on the first varia- 
tion only. The rate-of-convergence a hieved with a feedback algorithm, 
of course, is dependent upon the accuracy with which surface deforma- 
tions are represented. The selection of efficient W and K, therefore, 
must be considered in detail. 
CONSTRUCTION OF SECOND VARIATION MODELS 
Two approaches to the selection of second variation models are pos- 
sible due to the flexibility of this class of feedback algorithms. The  first 
approach is intuitive and merely involves programming, or rather fixing, 
the matrices W and K on a somewhat  arbitrary basis. The  second ap- 
proach is computing these matrices using detailed information concern- 
ing 612. Both  approaches are subject to a number  of considerations that 
are not obvious at the outset. 
The  considerations pertinent to programmed matrices are best illus- 
trated by rewriting the algorithm in the form normally used in actual 
computations. In particular, computer memory  for temporary data 
storage generally is conserved by introducing the vector 
k = m q- Kx. (21) 
Then the feedback algorithms are rewritten in terms of total variables as 
m i+~ -- eh ~ -~ k ¢ - Kix ~+*, (22) 
and the iterations are performed by solving (1), (2), and (22) in the 
forward-time direction. The structure of the algorithm given in (22) is 
that of a linear feedback control equation where eh is a perturbation 
vector, k is a reference vector, and K is a feedback gain matrix. The 
presence of this feedback control equation alters the stability of (2) and 
hence becomes a consideration from a numerical-error point of view. 
The matrix A defined in (18) determines, in part, the stability of the 
forward-time direction integration, and hence the selection of K affects 
both the rate-of-convergence and the numerical stability of the solution. 
To subject the backward-time direction integrations to somewhat the 
same stability considerations, a threshold ~ is introduced for defining 
the vector s as 
, v ae, < tl v ae rl (23) s = [o ,  II v sc II --< 
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The second canonical equation given in (5) then is rewritten as 
-P  = K 's  + Vxfo - Kt(Vmf0) + A'p, p(t}) = V~ff (24) 
and (16) is rewritten as 
-$  = -K ' s  + A'g, g(t~) = 0 (25) 
for computational purposes. In the region of near-optimal solutions where 
roundoff and truncation errors become large percentage-wise in the 
computation of V ,~,  the backward-time direction integrations now are 
dependent upon the matrix A. The threshold ~ is set according to esti- 
mates of irreducible roundoff and truncation errors given the integration 
increment size. 
The fact that the numerical integrations are subject o the matrix A 
and not the matrix B becomes important when (2) by itself is unstable. 
The theoretical conditions for convergence toa nearly optimM m are no 
longer guarantees when significant numerical errors are present. There- 
fore, the proper selection of the gain matrix depends upon both numeri- 
cal and rate-of-convergence considerations that may dictate somewhat 
different choices for K. For instance, rate-of-convergence can be sacri- 
ficed in order to adequately control the propagation ofnumerical errors, 
and the selection of K for this purpose is amenable to conventional 
stability analyses. On the other hand, the selection of K for the purpose 
of achieving a large rate-of-convergence is dependent upon constructing 
an approximation to the optimal linear control equation (Kipiniak, 
1961; Merriam, 1964). A reasonably versatile method of analysis for 
this type of approximation also is available (Ellert, 1963). In compli- 
cated problems, however, these analysis methods become cumbersome, 
and recourse to a direct method of computing K is required. 
A_ direct method of computing K is established by expanding the re- 
mainder 6~2 as 
~2 = ©2 • ~3.  
The integral ~02 contains all second-degree terms in 8x, 8m, and 8p, and 
(R~ is the third-degree remainder. The model of the second variation 
then is taken to be of the same structural form as ~02 and is written as 
j0,0 , ) 92 = ~x'Q~x -4- 6m'R~x -1- ~ ~m'W~m dt 
(26) 
+ ~ ~x (v~ c~)~xl,=, s 
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where 
Q --- v~(f0 4- pp'f), R = V~(f0 4- ~p'f), W -- V 2ram(f0 4- }p'f). (27) 
The parameters p, 7, and ~ are introduced as stability constraints for 
the construction of K and are selected on the interval 0 _< p, 7, } --< 1. 
In the ease p, 7, $ = 1, the integral given in (26) is identical to ~3~ when 
the constraint given in (14) also is imposed. 
The auxiliary minimization problem based on (26) requires additional 
restrictions. In particular, the functions f0 and 5= are assumed to be 
convex such that 
V~mfo positive definite, (28) 
_ V 2 , V ~ ¢~-IrV 2 .~ V2xJ0 (~ J0)  (~ jo )  ~, ~,/oj positive semidefinite, (29) 
and 
V~5: positive semidefinite (30) 
for all m and x. These restrictions insure that the auxiliary minimization 
problem can be constructed by properly selecting p, 7, and $ so that a 
field exists about all admissible computed trajectories. For instance, a 
positive definite matrix W can always be constructed from (27) with a 
suitably small value of }. Because considerable atitude is available in 
the selection of f0 and 5: for most feedback control design problems, these 
restrictions pose no particular difficulties. 
The auxiliary minimization problem based on (26) is completed by 
introducing an auxiliary Hamiltonian which is constructed with a co- 
state vector written as PSx + eg. The matrix P is taken to be symmetric 
and of dimension N. If the gain matrix is defined by 
K =-- W-I(R + C'P), (31) 
then the canonical equations of this auxiliary minimization problem, 
given any e and 6x, yield the additional differential equation 
-P  -- Q 4. PB + (PB)' - KrWK, P(ts) = V~ :. (32) 
Finally, this auxiliary minimization problem for computing the gain 
matrix from (31) and (32) is shown to be identical to the one con- 
structed with (11) by integrating 
f0 tl {~x'[P 4- Q + + -- = PB (PB)' K'WK]~x} dt 0 
by parts and combining terms with (26). 
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The first two restrictions given in (12) for an admissible am are satis- 
fied by virtue of (28) and the proper selection of ~. The third restriction 
given in (12) inlplies IIP i] < m and is not automatically satisfied. 
In particular, the solution of the nonlinear matrix Riceati equation 
given in (32) exhibits a finite escape time under some conditions. This 
phenomenon is illustrated by rewriting P as 
P --- 'I'4 ~-1 (33) 
where the N X N matrices ¢ and • are defined by 
~t~ ~-- (B  - CW-11~)rI~ - (CW-1er')x~ J, ~( t f )  = .[ (34) 
and 
- ,~  -- (Q - R'W-~R)~ + (B - CW-IR) '~,  ~(t~) = vL~. (35) 
Because (34) and (35) are linear with continuous and bounded coeffi- 
cients, the condition II P l/ = ~ for finite tf can occur only if ~ becomes 
singular. However, presupposing that W is positive definite, sufficient 
conditions for • to be nonsingular everywhere are that  (Q - R 'W-~R)  
and V2~ be positive semidefinite (Wilcox, 1963; Ringlee, 1964). By 
virtue of (28) and (29), the parameters p and v can be selected so that 
a solution of (32) exists for all admissible computed trajectories. In 
other words, no restrictive conditions on initiating the iterations with a 
sufficiently accurate approximation to the optimal m need be imposed 
when K is computed irectly from (31) and (32). 
The primary disadvantage of computing a model of the second varia- 
tion is the added computer memory required to temporarily store the 
MN elements of K. The feedback algorithm based on this computation, 
however, offers a direct method of constructing K and gives rise to large 
convergence rates. In fact, nearly one step convergence to a relative 
minimum is obtained with e, p, v, } = 1 once a sufficiently accurate m 
has been found (Merriam, 1964). The stability constraints p, ~, and 
also are useful in controlling the propagation of numerical errors. For 
instance, the matrix Rieeati equation is stable and the coefficient matrix 
A always corresponds to a stable system when p, v, ~ = 0. If f0 and 
are selected instead so that the matrices appearing in (29) and (30) are 
positive definite, then the stability constraints can be adjusted so that 
A is strengthened to be a stability matrix and hence corresponds to an 
asymptotically stable system. When this asymptotic stability constraint 
(Merriam, 1964) is imposed, the propagation of a suitably small pertur- 
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bation in the solution of pertinent differential equations is exponentially 
bounded. In addition to the workability and flexibility of these feedback 
algorithms, the various methods described here for constructing W and 
K are completely compatible from a computer programming point of 
view. 
EXAMPLE 
A simple example serves to illustrate the convergence rates attained 
with various models of the second variation, and the simplicity of this 
example allows the construction of intuitive models from an elementary 
analysis. The example is defined by 
fo = Xl ~-t- X22-t- ml  2, f l  = (1 --  x22)xl -- x2-Jr- ml ,  
(36) 
f2 = x l ,  5==0 
and the homogeneous form of (2) becomes the van der Pol equation. 
This example is solved for the conditions 
al = 0, a2 = 3, ts - 10. 
Also, the data are presented in terms of the definitions 
e = (~i ~*) X 105 , = 21.41695 
where ~* is the minimal value of J given the computer word length, 
rc = total computer running time (minutes for IBM 704), 
and 
m = total number of unsuccessful selections of e. 
The selection of e is accomplished by starting with e = 1, repeated 
halvings of e until Ni+1 < Ni occurs, and then doubling e if e =< ½ for use 
in the next iteration. Finally, the iterations are initialized by generating 
m from a linear feedback control equation with 
k I = 0,  kll = 1 d- 23/4, k12 = 21/3 - -  1. (37)  
These values of kn and k~2 correspond to the steady-state solution of (32) 
fo rx  = 0. 
The intuitive models of the second variation presented here are based 
on an elementary analysis of W and A. Specifically, the value wn -- 2 is 
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taken from (27), and the constant matrix 
AI,=o = I (1 -k11)1  - (1  0-k kl2) 1 (38) 
is used to estimate the approximate damping ratio /~ and natural fre- 
quency ~o of the feedback control system. These characteristics are given 
by 
]~11 - -  i 
~'~2 - - '  ~ ~%/ '1  +ku.  (39) 
%/1 ~- kl~ 
The values for kit and k1~ given in (37) yield {" ~ 2 -~/2 and c~ ~ 2 ~/4 for a 
reasonably efficient model based on a direct but gross approximation of
the second variation. 
The computer esults given in Table I serve to compare the conver- 
gence rates obtained with various constant values of the matrix K. These 
results are compared primarily according to damping ratio, which seems 
to be the dominant factor in achieving a large rate-of-convergence. The 
convergence rate obtained with the model based on the first variation 
only is decidedly inferior. Also, the data indicate that the difficulty 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF INTUITIVE MODELS 
Model 
Unstable (First Slightly under- 
variation) Undamped damped (,-~ sec- Overdamped 
ond variation) 
~~--0.5 ~.~1 ~'~0 ~'~0.707 ~'~-~2 ¢~-~1.19 
~ 1.19  o~ ~ 1.19 
e ~ 395,844 395,844 395,844 395,844 
e ~ 390,874 330,174 63,053 380,325 
e ~ 390,438 246,381 13,546 351,244 
e ~ 382,071 140,398 3,793 300,172 
e ~ 378,098 102,142 1,136 221,276 
e ~ 377,662 83,439 353 125,650 
e G 367,526 70,299 111 78,728 
e 7 363,972 63,705 36 51,010 
To 15.81 13.87 10.77 10.77 
n~ 14 5 0 0 
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TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF COMPUTED MODELS 
Second variation 
Model Second variation (stability constraint) 
e 0 395,844 395,844 
e 1 122,087 28,376 
e ~ 36,084 2,201 
e 3 770 299 
e 4 2 43 
e 5 0 5 
e 6 1 
e ~ 0 
re 12.76 15.88 
n, 2 0 
experienced in selecting an acceptable step size e increases rapidly as 
the damping ratio is decreased. 
The computer esults given in Table I I  illustrate the convergence 
rates for models computed from (31) and (32). The data illustrate the 
nearly one step convergence property of the model based on tlle com- 
plete second variation once the trajectory is in a suitably small neigh- 
borhood of a relative minimum. On the other hand, this model is some- 
what ill conditioned and corresponds to a somewhat underdamped 
system for gross approximations. The data indicate, however, that the 
computed model with the stability constraint p = 0 does not exhibit 
this undesirable tendency. Finally, the adjustment of p from 0 to 1 
during the iterations yields an excellent rate-of-convergence. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The selection of an appropriate computational method for solving 
the two-point boundary-value problems that arise in feedback control 
system design is dependent upon many factors. Among the various 
possibilities, control vector iteration methods possess important nu- 
merical advantages over boundary condition iteration methods. Also, 
the class of feedback algorithms presented here for control vector itera- 
tion provides a number of advantages. The primary feature of this class 
is flexibility in obtaining numerical accuracy and high rates of conver- 
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gence from an arbitrary initial approximation. In addition, the al- 
gorithms within this class are compatible, from a computer program- 
ming standpoint, with the eventual design of the optimal inear feedback 
control system (Merriam, 1964). This compatibil ity is enhanced by the 
use of stability constraints that admit a generalized stopping condition. 
In particular, a locally stable control system can be constructed on any 
intermediate trajectory from the computed models of the second varia- 
tion. The algorithms based on computed models of the second variation, 
however, may involve a sizable computer memory, and care must be 
exercised in the numerical integration of the matrix Riecati equation. 
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